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Rules: 
1. All players from the one club must play in the registered uniform. 
2. No additional long sleeved shirts or leggings are permitted to be worn under the clubs uniform unless there is a 

valid medical or cultural reason for this. A permit to play out of uniform is required.  
3. No two clubs shall have the same uniform, the only exception being school based clubs as they are permitted to 

wear their school uniform/school sports uniform. Where uniforms are similar one team should obtain alternative 
coloured bibs. 

4. New Clubs, or those changing their uniform must have approval for the uniform from the uniform co-ordinator. 
This process should be commenced early as there is no responsibility taken for time delays for failing to gain 
approval of initial designs.  

The uniform of a club shall: 
1. The uniform should consist of a suitable netball body suit, dress or skirt and top and suitable sports undershorts for 

all players in the 7-8 and above competition. In the year 6 and below competitions this can also consist of shorts 
and top in the school uniform. 

2. Must be consistent in style and colour across all teams in the club. 
3. Approval may be given to clubs who have different styles of uniforms for different age groups. 
Uniform Exceptions: (permit to play out of uniform) 
1. Permission to play out of uniform on a single occasion must be obtained from the Match day office prior to taking 

the court.  
2. Clubs with uniform delays at the commencement of the season must obtain a permit to play out of uniform prior to 

Match Day from PNA. 
3. Variations to uniform to accommodate cultural or medical reasons should be applied for on the ‘Uniform 

exception’ form with supporting documentation. 
4. No Uniform exceptions will be allowed for finals (excluding #3). 
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